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A. Additional details on dataset generation
A.1. Hard negative types

In both our productivity and systematicity experiments,
we rely on hard negatives to ensure that the retrieval sets
we construct meaningfully probe a model’s comprehen-
sion. Specifically, to granularly probe a model’s compre-
hension, we identify a set of common failure modes of non-
compositional models and design hard negative types that
address each of these failure modes. Examples of each fail-
ure mode and hard negative type are outlined in Table 1.

A.2. Scene graph parser verification

To generate data splits for our systematicity experiments,
we employed a rule-based implementation of the Stan-
ford Scene Graph Parser [15, 19]. To verify its perfor-
mance, we randomly sample 20 captions from each of
CC-12M, YFCC-15M and LAION-400M and manually
annotate scene graphs for the captions. We report preci-
sion and recall values for object, attribute and relationship
atoms and object-relationship-object triplets on Table 2. For
CC-12M, YFCC-15M and LAION-400M, the object pre-
cision was 88.14, 96.24, 70.00%, attribute precision was
93.00, 94.44, 72.22% and triplet precision was 91.67, 92.31
and 87.00% respectively. For recall values, on the other
hand, we found that object recall was 83.06, 93.33, 60.68%,
attribute recall was 56.51, 75.56, 36.11% and triplet recall
was 64.04, 81.11 and 39.55% respectively. The precision
values help determine whether the atoms the parser identifies
are valid, while the recall values help determine whether
the parser can identify the atoms and triplets present in the
caption, important for the validity of our seen compounds
(SC) and unseen compounds (UC) splits.

We find that the parser’s precision values are high through-
out for each dataset. Recall values are lower compared to
precision, particularly for the LAION dataset, where cap-
tions can be more similar to bags of words rather than well
structured sentences. We note, however, that if compounds
were incorrectly placed into the UC set due to poor recall,
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our systematicity task would become easier. As all models
experience drops in performance between SC and UC splits,
we do not observe this.

A.3. Productivity caption generation

As discussed in the main text, each instance in the produc-
tivity test dataset is a image-text pair of complexity n with
a set of hard negative captions. To generate such examples,
we begin by sampling a n-node subgraph from a scene graph
in Visual Genome [7]. We sample this subgraph using a
random walk (see the paragraph titled Random walk). This
subgraph is then transformed into a caption either using a
template or GPT-3 (see the paragraph titled Caption genera-
tion). Finally, we crop the original image to the union of all
object bounding boxes in the subgraph (see main text). We
describe these details below.

Random walk Given a scene graph G, we generate an
n-atom subgraph (n ≤ |G|). We initialize a subgraph S with
a single random object in G. While this subgraph contains
less than n atoms, a compound C consisting of at least one
unadded atom is added to S. If C is a relationship compound
(Coro), the walk continues from the newly added object; oth-
erwise, the walk is continued from the same object. If the
entire connected component of the scene graph is exhausted,
another object is selected at random from a different con-
nected component. This process ends when n atoms are
added to the subgraph. We discard all walks that result in
insufficient number of atom.

Caption generation To generate captions, we either uti-
lize hand crafted templates or use GPT-3. For subgraphs
of complexity n > 4, we use GPT-3 to generate a coherent
caption for each prompt; otherwise, we use the templates.
When prompting GPT-3 to produce captions, we populate
the the first line of the prompt with a list the objects in the
subgraph, prepended with their attributes. If multiple in-
stances of an object type occur (e.g., we have two objects
both with name “window” in the graph), we append a numer-
ical suffix to distinguish between then (e.g. “window1” from
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Table 1. A list of the potential failure modes a vision-language model may encounter when parsing increasingly complex scenes, and the
corresponding hard negatives generated in our test datasets.

Dataset Label Error Mode Hard Negative Example

Sys HN-ATOM Ignoring incorrect atoms. Atomic foils. Replace a single atom with a
mutually exclusive or antonymic atom, en-
forced by WordNet.

A grill on top of the porch.
→: A grill underneath the porch.

Sys HN-COMP Ignoring proper binding of
atoms into compounds.

Compound foils. Split the correct atoms of
a single compound over two compounds; fill
in the partial compounds with atomic foils
(see above).

A pink car.
→: A blue car and a pink toy.
→: A pink flower and a black car.

Prod HN-ATOM Ignoring incorrect atoms. Atomic foils. Replace a single atom with a
mutually exclusive or antonymic atom, en-
forced by WordNet.

Yellow vase on top of television.
→: Red vase on top of television.
→: Yellow vase underneath television.
→: Yellow vase on top of shelf.

Prod HN-SWAP Ignoring proper binding of
atoms.

Swapping foils. Swap two atoms of the
same type – or permute several atoms of the
same type.

Yellow vase on top of television.
→: Yellow television on top of vase.
→: Television on top of yellow vase.

Prod HN-NEG Disregarding incorrect nega-
tions.

Negation foils. Negate the entire caption
or an individual atom with a grammatically
correct “not" modifier.

Yellow vase on top of television.
→: There is no yellow vase on top
of television.
→: Vase that is not yellow on top
of television.

Table 2. Scene Graph Parser Validation: We report precision and recall values the Stanford Scene Graph parser obtains on the CC-12M,
YFCC-15M and LAION-400M datasets. For each dataset, we compute values for object, attribute and relationship atoms as well as
object-relationship-object triplets. Overall, the scene graph obtains high precision values but lower recall scores. The parser performs the
poorest on LAION-400M due its noisier captions.

CC-12M YFCC-15M LAION-400M
Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

Object 88.14 83.06 96.24 93.33 69.91 60.68
Attribute 93.00 56.51 94.44 75.56 72.22 36.11
Relationship 92.86 70.18 93.59 83.33 88.33 40.15
Triplet 91.67 64.04 92.31 81.11 87.00 39.55

“window2.”). On the second line of the prompt, we list all
the relationships between objects in the graph, in the form
subject relationship object. Additionally, we
manually generate 5 caption examples per complexity from
random subgraphs and prepend both the random subgraph
and the manually generated caption to the prompt above, as
few-shot training examples for GPT-3. We provide examples
of graphs, prompts, and their generated captions in Figure 1.

For examples of complexity n = 4, we found
that stringing together a simple templated prompt was
sufficient to produce fluent captions. This was done
by prepending attributes in front of objects and string-
ing together subjects, relations, and objects in the
correct order. For example, a subgraph contain-
ing boy=(tall,blue); grass=(green); (boy,
on, grass) would be templated as tall and blue
boy on green grass. Any disconnected atoms are ap-
pended with the prefix “and a.”

Table 3. Productivity ground truth captions’ faithfulness to their
paired images, split by caption complexity. Overall, the generated
captions’ faithfulness is stable and consistently high across different
complexities.

Complexity Avg faithfulness
n = 7 88.7± 10.8
n = 8 85.7± 7.0
n = 9 90.0± 6.0
n = 10 87.7± 9.3
n = 11 88.1± 7.8
n = 12 89.1± 2.9

Data verification. We manually verify the accuracy of
our produced productivity dataset. We provide a breakdown
of annotators’ scores for GPT-3 caption faithfulness across
complex subgraphs with n ≥ 7 in Table 3. We see that
scores are consistently high for ground-truth captions across



Image Subgraph GPT Prompt Caption

man

table top

chair

window padding

table

pushing

on

next to

man pushing a stroller with a 
child in it

OBJECTS: man; stroller; child


RELATIONS: man pushing stroller; 
child in stroller

OBJECTS: table top; window; chair; 
padding; table


RELATIONS: table top on table; 
chair next to table

a table with a table top, a 
window, a chair, and padding

in

stroller

child

Figure 1. Examples of image-text pairs we generate for our productivity evaluation. The image is the union of the objects bounding boxes in
the subgraphs. We also showcase the GPT-3 prompt associated with the subgraph and their corresponding generated ground-truth captions.

complexities.

A.4. Hard negative generation details

We provide additional detail for the procedure of gen-
erating a hard negative of types HN-SWAP and HN-NEG.
Suppose throughout that for a given image and its annotated
scene graph G, we seek to generate a hard negative caption
for caption t associated with the subgraph S ⊆ G.

HN-SWAP The following pairs of atoms could be swapped
to create a hard negative for S:

• The subject Ao and object A′
o of a relationship com-

pound Coro ∈ S.

• Two attributes Aa and A′
a attached to distinct objects

Ao, A′
o, such that one attribute is not present for the

other object in G and vice versa. ((Aa, A
′
o) ̸∈ G and

(A′
a, Ao) ̸∈ G).

• Two objects Ao, A′
o not connected by a relationship

such that their swapping within G does not create an
identical graph.

Additionally, some swap hard negatives generated are per-
mutations rather than a swapped pair:

• One attribute Aa can be transferred from one object Ao

to another object A′
o, so long as that attribute doesn’t

apply to the new object ((Aa, A
′
o) /∈ G).

• For low complexities (n = 4), any permutation of
atoms of the same type are allowed. For example:
(“There is a dog on the bed and also a nightstand"
→ “There is a nightstand on the dog and also a bed")

HN-NEG We verify with G to ensure that negating an
atom results in an incorrect caption. If an attribute Aa con-
nected with Ao is negated, we ensure that there does not exist
an object of A′

o that doesn’t have an attribute Aa but shares
all the other attributes of Ao. For example, if we negate
“black" in “Black dog on a building", we ensure there doesn’t
exist another dog on the building that isn’t black. Similar
checks are performed for negating relationships and objects.
When a relationship Ar connecting Ao and A′

o is negated,
there cannot exist another identical subject and object pair
connected by a different relationship A′

r. When an object is
negated, there cannot exist any other object with the same
attributes and relationships.

A.5. Test dataset sizes, examples, and additional
verification

Table 4 expands on Table 1 from the main paper to pro-
vide a breakdown of the number of image-text pair per hard
negative type and, for productivity, for each sentence com-
plexity. We remark that DRAW

test , which contains only image-
ground-truth caption pairs, is a superset of the ground-truth
captions in DHN

test . This is because, for some ground truth
captions in DRAW

test , a sufficient number of hard negatives
to perform retrieval in DHN

test could not be generated. Ad-
ditionally, due to the prevalence of rare atoms, we could
only generate valid hard negatives for very few captions in
the UA split. Therefore, we omit the evaluation on the UA
split with hard negatives and focus on the analysis of results
between the SC and UC split, which is more interesting as
models have seen all the atoms in both splits. Table 5 sum-
marizes the text retrieval set size of each image query for
both Draw

test and DHN
test in our systematicity and productivity



Table 4. We report the ground truth caption counts in Draw
test and hard negative counts in DHN

tests for systematicity and productivity, separated
by hard negative type and split.

Systematicity Productivity

Split Ground Truth HN-ATOM HN-COMP Split Ground Truth HN-ATOM HN-SWAP HN-NEG

CC-12M SC 262,541 104,024 156,036 n = 4 1,508 6,290 6,310 2,510
CC-12M UC 113,659 14,348 21,522 n = 5 1,734 7,270 6,560 3,425
CC-12M UA 9,577 - - n = 6 1,905 9,025 8,990 6,565
YFCC SC 194,502 75,948 113,922 n = 7 2,171 10,410 10,045 7,845
YFCC UC 172,469 39,204 58,806 n = 8 2,247 11,205 11,220 10,210
YFCC UA 18,806 - - n = 9 1,969 9,485 9,120 8,310
LAION SC 170,253 62,884 94,326 n = 10 2,246 11,325 11,185 10,460
LAION UC 201,595 49,604 74,406 n = 11 1,895 8,620 8,300 7,925
LAION UA 1,855 - - n = 12 1,878 10,005 9,950 9,710

Systematicity

CC-12M Ground truth captions Hard negatives

Seen

compounds

a purple umbrella HN-ATOM: a purple 
HN-COMP: a purple  umbrella

awning 
 marquee and blue

Unseen

compounds

sidewalk next to black train HN-ATOM: sidewalk next to black 
HN-COMP: sidewalk next to black  train

sedan 
bus and brown

Unseen

atoms

green bushes next to pole No hard negatives for unseen atoms.

LAION-400M

Seen

compounds

dirty fork HN-ATOM: dirty 
HN-COMP: dirty fork

spoon 
china and clean 

Unseen

compounds

hat on the man.
 HN-ATOM:  on the man 
HN-COMP: hat on  man

swimsuit
 lamb and hat off

Unseen

atoms

mauve colored food tray No hard negatives for unseen atoms.

YFCC-15M

Seen

compounds

the two dogs on the chair HN-ATOM: the two  on the chair 
HN-COMP: wolf  chair

panda
on chair and dogs off

Unseen

compounds

purple couch HN-ATOM: purple 
HN-COMP: purple  couch

desk 
booth and green

Unseen

atoms

green and white stripe wallpaper No hard negatives for unseen atoms.

Figure 2. A sample of image-caption pairs in the systematicity retrieval sets. One ground truth caption is shown for each split of each
training dataset, each of which lie in both DRAW

test and DHN
test . Additionally, one example of each hard negative type is shown for each ground

truth caption.

evaluation. Figures 2 and 3 present examples of ground truth
captions and hard negative captions in our test datasets for
systematicity and productivity, respectively.

We provide a breakdown of annotators’ scores for the
accuracy of productivity hard negatives in Table 6. A hard
negative caption is accurate if it contains incorrect facts

about the image. We find that the accuracy and pairwise
agreement of the HN-ATOM is the highest and much higher
than those of HN-SWAP and HN-NEG.



Productivity Ground truth captions Hard negatives

n = 4 speaker beside pope. there is a stand HN-ATOM: speaker beside . There is a stand.

HN-SWAP:  besides . there is a stand 
HN-NEG:  speaker beside pope. 

mistress
pope speaker

there is no

n = 5 tree on a sidewalk next to a meter HN-ATO

 tree on a  next to a mete
  on a sidewalk next to a meter

catwalk
pineapple

HN-SWA

  on a  next to a 
  on a  next to a 

meter tree sidewal
meter sidewalk tree

HN-NE

 there is  on a sidewalk next to a mete
 tree  a sidewalk next to a meter

no tree
not on

n = 6 a dog behind a surfboard and water with 
splashes

HN-ATOM: a dog behind a  and water with splashes

HN-SWAP:  a  behind a  and water with splashes

HN-NEG: a dog behind  and water with splashes


foil
surfboard dog

an object which is not a surfboard

n = 7 chairs in a row with umbrellas above them; 
there are also tables and chairs

HN-ATOM: chairs in a row with umbrellas  them; there are also tables and chairs

HN-SWAP: chairs in a  with umbrellas above them; there are also  and chairs

HN-NEG: chairs in a row with umbrellas  them; there are also tables and chairs

below
tables row

not above

n = 8 a person wearing a cap and another 
person standing on the sidewalk, and 
another person on the sidewalk


HN-ATOM: a person wearing a  and another person standing on the sidewalk, and another 
person on the sidewalk

HN-SWAP: a person wearing a  and another person standing on the , and another person 
on the sidewalk

HN-NEG: a person wearing a cap and another person standing  the sidewalk, and another 
person on the sidewalk

coverall

sidewalk cap

not on

n = 9 a laptop and paper on a table. a man is 
standing by the table with his hands on it.

HN-ATOM: a laptop and paper on a . a man is standing by the table with his hands on it

HN-SWAP: a laptop and paper on a . a man is standing by the  with his  on it.

HN-NEG: a laptop and paper on a table. a man is  by the table with his hands on it


matrix
hands hands table

not standing

n = 10 a black chair with wheels in front of a desk, 
with a laptop and lamp on it

HN-ATOM: a black chair with wheels in front of a , with a laptop and lamp on it

HN-SWAP: a black chair with  in front of a , with a laptop and lamp on it

HN-NEG: a black chair with wheels  of a desk, with a laptop and lamp on it

console
desk wheels

not in front

n = 11 a cardboard under a pan, and a deep dish 
pizza in the pan. the pan is filled with the 
deep dish pizza and there is a spatula in the 
deep dish pizza.


HN-ATOM: A cardboard under a pan, and a deep dish pizza  the pan. the pan is filled with the deep dish 
pizza and there is a spatula not in the deep dish pizza.


HN-SWAP: a  under a , and a deep dish pizza in the pan. the pan is filled with the deep dish pizza 
and there is a spatula in the deep dish pizza.


HN-NEG: a cardboard under a pan, and a deep dish pizza in the pan. the pan is filled with the deep dish pizza 
and there is an  in the deep dish pizza.

not in

pan cardboard

 object that is not a spatula

n = 12 stand with handles and advertisements, 
with a tv resting on top of three drawers. 
the surface of the tv has a reflection, and 
there is a sign on top of the stand.

HN-ATO

 stand with handles and advertisements, with a tv resting on top of three drawers. The surface of the tv has 
a , and there is a sign on top of the stand

  with handles and advertisements, with a tv resting on top of three drawers. the surface of the tv has a 
reflection, and there is a sign on top of the stand

rendering
wing

HN-SWA

  with handles and advertisements, with a tv resting on top of three drawers. the surface of the tv has a 
reflection, and there is a  on top of the 

 stand with handles and , with a tv resting on top of three drawers. the surface of the tv has a 
, and there is a sign on top of the stand.

sign
stand sign

reflection
advertisements

HN-NE

  with handles and advertisements, with a tv resting on top of three drawers. 
the surface of the tv  has a reflection, and there is a sign on top of the an object which is not a stand.',

 stand with handles and advertisements, with a tv  top of three drawers. the surface of the tv 
has a reflection, and there is a sign on top of the stand

an object which is not a stand

not resting on

Figure 3. A sample of image-caption pairs in the productivity retrieval sets. One ground truth (GT) caption is shown for each complexity n.
These GT captions lie in both DRAW

test and DHN
test . One example of each hard negative type is shown for each GT caption. For two highlighted

example captions (n = 5, 12), we show 2 hard negatives per type for comprehensiveness.

Table 5. We summarize the retrieval set sizes for both DHN
test and

DRaw
test in our systematicity and productivity evaluation.

Retrieval set size DHN
test DRAW

test

Systematicity HN-ATOM HN-COMP —
5 7 1,855

Productivity HN-ATOM HN-SWAP HN-NEG —
6 6 6 1,508

Table 6. Accuracy of our generated hard negatives for productivity,
split by type, in our data verification. While HN-ATOM atoms
receive strong human evaluation scores, we find that HN-SWAP

and HN-NEG negatives are noisier.

Type Acc. mean ± std Pairwise agreement
HN-ATOM 91.6± 4.2 83.1
HN-SWAP 70.1± 9.1 58.5
HN-NEG 72.4± 0.0 59.5



Figure 4. We plot the atom count in training vs. in the systematicity hard negative test set. We observe that the atoms in the SC and UC test
splits have similar counts in the training dataset.

A.6. Systematicity hard negative dataset details

Table 7 summarizes the number of unique atoms and
compounds in the SC and UC split of the systematicity hard
negative set. Additionally, we plot the atom count in the
systematicity test set vs. the training set (on a log scale). As
shown in Figure 4, we see that the atom count in the training

set is always on the same scale across both splits for the same
training dataset (x-axis in each row). We further observe that
the atom distributions are similar in the SC and UC splits.
These suggest that the atoms appearing in the UC split are
not substantially rarer or more difficult than the ones in the
SC split.



Table 7. We summarize the unique atom and compound counts in
the SC and UC split of the systematicity hard negative set.

SC UC
Train dataset Atom (seen) Comp (seen) Atom (seen) Comp (unseen)
CC12M 3,348 26,006 946 3,587
YFCC 3,173 18,987 1,405 9,801
LAION 2,968 12,401 1,951 15,721

B. Additional evaluation results
B.1. Full retrieval results on hard negative datasets

Systematicity We additionally include the full retrieval
results on DHN

test with both HN-ATOM and HN-COMP, HN-
ATOM only and HN-COMP only in Tables 8, 9 and 10. We
note that as we relax the metric from R@1 to R@3, the
difference between models’ performance in the SC and UC
split decreases.

B.2. Retrieval results on raw datasets

In addition to DHN
test retrieval experiments, we perform

retrieval experiments with DRAW
test .

We perform both image-to-text and text-to-image retrieval
within splits of DRAW

test . Each retrieval task is between one
image and every caption in the split, or vice versa. We report
the mean and standard deviation of Recall@1 across K-
fold retrievals (where K = min(20, ⌊ |DRAW

test |
N ⌋), and N =

min{|SC|, |UC|, |UA|} = 1855 for systematicity and N =

minn∈{4...12} |DRAW,n
test | = 1508 for productivity), as the

data size varies across compositional splits and complexities.

Systematicity We present the systematicity retrieval re-
sults on Draw

test in Table 11, where each retrieval set for an
image consists of the captions of the other images. We con-
tinue to observe a monotonic decrease in performance when
compounds are unseen. Additionally, we continue to observe
a drop in performance for larger training datasets. In particu-
lar, we see a similar drop in performance for LAION-trained
models across both the image-to-text and text-to-image tasks.
We also observe larger drops on LAION-trained models than
for DHN

test when moving across the SC → UC, and across
UC → UA splits, with LAION models dropping as much
as 13% for ViT-L/14.

Productivity We additionally present the productivity re-
trieval results on Draw

test in Table 12. We observe that models’
Recall@1 generally increases as the caption complexity in-
creases. We hypothesize that models’ low performance in
the low-complexity subset is caused by false negatives in
the original dataset: since the captions are simple and likely
true for multiple images, there are multiple false negatives
in the retrieval set, making these numbers unreliable. As
the captions become more complex, however, the chance of

Figure 5. Productivity Analysis on Hard Negatives of All Types. We
plot models’ Recall@1 on the overall hard negatives retrieval set
against complexity, where each retrieval set contains hard negatives
of all types. We find that models’ ability to correctly retrieve the
ground-truth caption drops as complexity increases.

such false negatives is lower. This means there are more true
negatives in the higher-complexity subsets, making retrieval
easier for these models.

B.3. Retrieval results with all hard negatives at once

Productivity We present models’ retrieval performances
over the whole productivity DHN

test dataset, where each re-
trieval set contains one ground truth caption and fifteen
hard negatives, five for each of the three types HN-ATOM,
HN-SWAP and HN-NEG. We find in Figure 5 that models’
Recall@1 performance decreases with complexity, which
aligns with the findings on the separate retrieval sets for
HN-ATOM, HN-SWAP and HN-NEG.

B.4. Qualitative analysis on systematicity evalua-
tion

We perform a qualitative analysis to better understand
why the LAION-400M trained models ViT-B-16 and ViT-L-
14 show a large versus small performance drop from the Seen
to Unseen Compounds split respectively. Table 13 presents
examples where both ViT-B-16 and ViT-L-14 retrieve the
correct caption successfully in the SC split and where VT-B-
16 fails in the UC split. Through this analysis, we find that
the SC split for LAION-400M trained models is dominated
by simple two-atom examples such as “purple couch”. The
UC split, however, contains more complex examples that
involve relationships such as “curtains on the window”. In
particular, we find that the ViT-B-16 model struggles with
the relationship “on” and often retrieves a wrong caption
where “on” is replaced with “off” or where the object is re-
placed with an atomic foil. For example, ViT-B-16 retrieves
“plants on bob and plants off building” incorrectly when the
groundtruth caption is “plants on a building”. Nevertheless,
the rank of the groundtruth caption is often still within the
top three. This explains the narrower gap in ViT-B-16’ Re-



Table 8. Systematicity Hard-Negative Dataset Analysis. We report Recall@1,3,5 and Avg R@K results for all models on the DHN
test

hard-negative datasets. Model performance decreases from the Seen all compounds (SC) to the Unseen Compounds (UC) split, particularly
for LAION-400M models.

Training dataset Model
R@1 R@3 Avg R@K

SC UC SC UC SC UC

Random 9.09 9.09 27.27 27.27 18.18 18.18

Image-to-text

CC12M RN50 31.25 26.60 70.70 68.58 50.97 47.59

YFCC15M
RN50 30.75 27.07 67.87 65.68 49.31 46.37
RN101 30.32 28.50 67.39 67.00 48.85 47.75

LAION400M

ViT-B-32 45.32 37.40 79.57 77.78 62.45 57.59
ViT-B-16 49.69 43.12 83.20 82.51 66.45 62.81
ViT-B-16+240 51.33 45.43 84.01 83.79 67.67 64.61
ViT-L-14 52.16 47.92 83.52 82.53 67.84 65.22

Table 9. Systematicity HN-ATOM Dataset Analysis. We report Recall@1,3 and Avg R@K results for all models on the DHN
test subset

with HN-ATOM. Model performance decreases from the Seen Compounds (SC) to the Unseen Compounds (UC) split, particularly for
LAION-400M models.

Training dataset Model
R@1 R@3 Avg R@K

SC UC SC UC SC UC

Random 20.00 20.00 60.00 60.00 40.00 40.00

Image-to-text

CC12M RN50 56.19 53.21 93.60 91.84 74.90 72.52

YFCC15M
RN50 48.54 44.67 92.27 92.43 70.41 68.55
RN101 48.19 44.35 91.82 91.88 70.00 68.12

LAION400M

ViT-B-32 58.32 48.97 94.51 93.89 76.41 71.43
ViT-B-16 61.98 53.79 95.44 95.26 78.71 74.53
ViT-B-16+240 63.24 56.25 95.69 95.80 79.47 76.03
ViT-L-14 64.91 58.89 95.82 95.95 80.37 77.42

call@3 between Seen Compounds and Unseen Compounds.
On the other hand, we see that ViT-L-14 continues to retrieve
the correct caption even on the more challenging Unseen
Compounds split, suggesting that a larger model size could
improve compositional systematicity.

C. Additional Related Work
Evaluating learned representations By analyzing the prop-
erties of pretrained representations, our work continues a
tradition of research in Computer Vision [3, 9–11, 14, 17]
and Natural Language Processing [4, 6, 12, 13, 16, 18] that
probes characteristics of representations themselves rather
than their performance on downstream tasks. Instead of
learning probes, we use retrieval for zero-shot evaluation in
order to avoid scenarios where the learned probe compen-
sates for the characteristics deficient in the original represen-
tations [1, 2, 5, 8, 20].
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